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Hayden breaks silence
Larrs Barrett
Swim Die SudiArinr

Democratic State Senator
Tom Hayden has been called
’the conscience of the Sen.ate"
by his peers and now he’s bonging his version of political
reform to the California gubernatorial race in 1994.
The silence has to be broken," Hen said. -The Governor and the State Senate haw to
adhere to state standards when
appointing trustees and regenu
We could put an end to increasing student fees and universin

budget t uo if we are willing to
dose wasteful tax lese ph. %les "
hasden adisscated the elimination of the loophole that
allowed businesses to write-off
lunches dinners and entertainment expenses
-During the Lau budget crisis.
this idea was sat %len and made
into lass to off-set a lay gisraway’ he said.
As for other prominent kxsplinks Harden said that he
planned to be more specific in
the weeks ahead.
Hawien’s main economic

Paying for SJSU rides
Ilene Meeks

Sproul Di& Sad vows

The Associated Students
Board of Directors ioted
Wednesday to place the MSC
Transit Access Program i TAP)
on the March 16 and 17 general
election ballot as a referendum
item.
TAP would allow students to
have unlimited rides on alit
Santa Clara County Transit light
rail, regular and express transit
bus routes by- presenting their
SJSU LD. card. Students would
be able to ride anywhere in
Santa Clara County. 365 days a
year. The program would

exclude the I lighwas 17 bus.
TAP will cost students a $9
per semester Alter native Transportatit in Fee during the two
war pilot prcigrarn from Fail ’94
to Spring 96. The total student
cost will be $522.741 each sear.
plus a SUIrSid% mini the Unisersin.
A similar program was implemented at Cal State Sacramento
in conjunt non with their transportation agencs.
Once the two-sear pilot program is started at SJSU it will be
used at local communin colSee ’TRANSIT. pve 3

platform is the creation of jobs
Is% saving the environment lie
believes the environmental
precedent established bs the
Federal (lean Air Act in 1990 is
important for economic and
health reasons.
BE 1998. 2 percent of all nes%
cars sold in Californiahaw us be
Zero eMiSS100," Harden said.
’Zero emission essentialh
means electric cars because this
polies measures tail pipe emissions_ This would mean 55,000
nets 10k16 in the los Angeles area
alone Detroit and the oil Indus-

trs is hysterical against an alternative to the internal combustion engine and have lobbyists
Tending millions of dollars to
defeat it New Ninrk has adopted
the California standard and
soon the 200..000 nest electric
cars sold (will begin) to look like
a million cars’
Harden said the creation of
new jobs through ensironmental
will not cost the
jobs of Californians working in
the automobile industry.
See HAMM. page 3

TIM CAD. -9.11[74..s.

State Senator Tom Hayden is running in Ii s year’s gubernatorial race.

Event Center repairs approved
PA

IdIT aarrett
’,lunar, Dui. Vual 4krun

On Tuesday the Student
Union Board of Directors
SUBODI toted to spend portions of the $900.000 it
acquired in a lawsuit settlement
on improvements at the Event
Center.
According to SI.-BOD execwise director Ron Barrett the
board voted to spend $198.000
to upgrade the heating. sentilanon and air conditioning in
the Event Center. An additional $65.000 was allocated to

replace the equipment in the
sound moons. $15.000 will go to
sealing the ceiling in the sound
rcww-n.
’The board also agreed to
request that the (CSU) Chancellor’s office return all the
funds to the universits to be
held bs the SUBOD in a local
reserve.’ Barrett said. 1
advised the board that thes
wouldn’t get it all back became
of the recent decrease in
enrollment and Student Union
fees I believe that we will haw

Students on cue for the stage

to ask the Chancellor’s office
Ion the money for specific proAssociated Students President Blair Whitney, who also
serves on SUBOD, said the
finance committee recommended that the money go
towards maintenance projects.
-We can’t spend this on
maintenance, Whitney said.
-We need to do something tangible with this mones,"
Whitney suggested the addition of indoor mini-basketball

1..yststrata- director Amy Conners. lett grves direction to the cast.
ten to nght Krisbe SwerLsson, Paige ’darns. Atm Gonda michete

MTV sr ART AS DA.E.

Sekara. and Anna Puscigno. A scene from the play wdl be performed today in Hugh Gibs Halt room 103 at 12:30 and 8 p.m.

Students get their chance to do it all: acting, directing casting
By Heather Ilases
Sliimsm Da. Sad Wnirl

The Student Directed
Showcase offers a chance for
students, who are used to performing on the stage. to get
the experience of being in
charge of their own production.
The Student Directed
Showcase is listed in the
Schedule of Classes as Theatre Arts 117 Rehearsal
and Performance. The class
gives free rein to student
clinectors from the plays thev
choose to
to the ixs pie
they cast. The clam is mentoned by Robert Jenkins, a

theatre arts pn%fessor.
Todas the Student Directed Showcase will be performing -Rising of the Moon." an
Irish play. "Lssistrata" and
Shakespeare’s ’The ’RIDPeSt

F.ach of the pieces are
about 20 miliutes long.
according to Ams Conners. a
theatre arts major directing
1 ssistrata: which is a Greek
pia% about wonirhi who Us 10
stop a war hi withholding iirx
from their husbands.
l’m modernizing it into a
’60s the inc I hanged some
words around ... like I
’Sparta’
and
changed

’Athens’ into ’Santa Crtu’
and ’Sanitise’: Conners said
iNsistrata- is Conners’ first
directing experience and she
enjoys the challenge.
"Usually dire. tors hate
light designers and costume
designers. Arid we did have
some student volunteers from
other classes to help us. But
prem much, all the directors
had to put everything together thermic-hex" she said.
Conners said that it was
interesting to he on the other
end of the spectrum, telling
people what to do and seeing
things oome together.
Casting was open to nu-

dents of any major. according
to C01111C(S. She felt it was
interesting to work with people in other marts and we
people from other departments.
treatise arts major Aaron
%bodices is direr ting a few
scenes from ’The Tempest:
which he describes as the
"romantic scenes’
it’s sort of a ntiagiC21. IllySti(al extravaganza.’ he said.
Voorhees said that directing his peers was challenging.
The hardest thing about it
is that you constands had to
be thinking about it, thinking
See PLAT. page 3
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See MONEY page 3

Beat poet hits SJSU
Bv Heather Haves
51;:orum nob suissinwe
Gars Snider, the thinker and
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet. will
pay a visit to SJSI.’ as part of the
Center for Literary Arts Major
Authors Series.
Snider. who will be lecturing
on the topic "Rediscovering Turtle Island: is a well-known literary figure, according to Alan Soldofsky a prof-essay in the Fnglich
department.
Snyder won a Pulitzer Prize
for his book ’Turtle Island’ in
1975.
Snider got the name -Turtle
Island’ from the American
Indian name for the North
American continent
Snyder became prominent
for his poetry in the 1960s. so
much that a character in Jack
F.’erouac’s "I)har ma Bums’ was
based on him.
Snyder’s
poems
center
around a general theme of
respect for the environment and
living in harnions with it.
"(Snider) is one of the giant
literary figures, one of the chief
poets. He speaks of the wisdom
of Native Americans and liring
in harmons with the environment in the 21st femurs." Soldofs.ks

(;

courts or expansion of the fitness room instead of maintenance expenditures.
Whitney suggests that the
$81 a semester each student is
paving in Student Union fees
should go to maintenance and
repairs and 110( come from the
settlement windfall
According to Barrett no
members of the student body
besides those on the board
were in attendance.

"His writing
challenges individuals to
pay attention to our
own in tersrt NrrliE5
connectedness
with
each other, life forms. and landscapes.’ Solciofsks said_
Snyder now lives in the Sierra
Nevada and is vens. active in his
He is a practicing Zen Buddhist. and is primarils interested
in how to put the principles of
Zen into practice to help Amencans discover a was of life that
would be healthier for themselves and the land
Public Affairs Officer Lolls
Winston is excited about
Sroder’s visit and feels that the
Major Author Series. as a whole.
is a valuable thing to hate on
campus and she encourages
students to attend
"It’s an outstanding opportunits- for students to interact with
topuotch authors" she said.
Gary Snyder will he giving a
lecture and poen% reading at
7:30 pm. in the Slum( Concert
Hall. It is free arid open to the
public
-

Rewriting black history
Bs Joan Burke
Sparta. lad. Sall Wan

Author John Templeton. who
has written a book and produced a document:in- highlight
ing the historical legacy of blacks
in California. will give a lecture
in the Student Union Multicultural Center at 6:30
tonight.
What began as a
free-lance assignment
on the Rodney King
incident led to the Milting of "Our R.00t% Run
Deep: The Black F.xperience in California
1500-1900: an antholo
gy that has received a great deal
of praise.
According to Templeton,
’Rodney King was beaten for
being in the wrong place. But
the San Fernando Valley was
once owned by blacks.’
Once Templeton found this
out, he continued to dig for

more information. As he
researched he became more
intrigued
1 went to eight or rune different libraries arid the LA Counts must-turn: he said.
The 39-sear-old author, who
has been an editor for a long list
of publications was
especialh. interested in
the
finding about
Queen (..alafi.a. The
black queen has been
described in a Spanish
epic as ’black as the ace
of clubs’ and the most
beautiful of women ruling the island of California. which was populated at the
time tier only black women.
its amazing to rise,’ Templeton said. ’A few histors books
mention Quern Calafia and the
state being named after her, btit
none of them say she was black.’
See A1111111061. page 3
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Mandatory Norplant for
welfare recipients
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Middle-aged parent in
the dating world

Editorial
using Norplant as a stratep. in welfare
eform has been tentativly suggested
among conservative circles in Washington. flit reasons make sense.
The contraceptive Norplant consists of six tiny
tubes implanted under the skin of a woman’s
upper arm. The device secretes a synthetic hormone, inhibiting ovulation for up to five years. It
can be removed any time.
Two possibilities are up for debate: Women on
welfare would be required to use Norplant, or be
paid annually to use the device. The second proposal was introduced as a Florida bill February 15.
Mandatory use of Norplant has been proposed
to help reduce the number of welfare recipients.
half of whom are children.
Welfare is essentially a government service created to get people to help themselves. It is not a
crutch; it is not a right. As with many services, the
government has its right to attach conditions. A
woman may receive welfare if she uses Norplant.
Therefore, Norplant would be voluntary.
Taxpayers also have rights the right to refuse
to pay for a woman on welfare having children,
regardless of her motivation.
The requirement of Norplant denies a woman
her right to procreate. Again, welfare has nothing
to do with rights. If Clinton’s proposed two-year
welfare limit should pass into law, her voluntary
use of Norplant would last as long, allowing plenty of time for procreation.
, Aa the abortion issue has revealed, a woman
has both a right and a responsibility to her body.
If men aren t a necessary consideration in the
abortion process, why should they be a necessary
consideration in welfare regulation as it pertains
to Norplant?
Norplant would effectively reduce the number
of children being born to parents who obviously
cannot afford them. Such children Would be
’saved from a life where attainment of basic needs
food, shelter and clothing is a goal rather
than a base from which they can expand selfdevelopment.
The disbursement of Norplant would be free
to women who might not otherwise be able to
afford it. There are those who will wonder why
. the government should pay a woman to use birth
control when it could spend the money teaching
people about sexual responsibility. If education
worked, there wouldn’t be a problem.
The Norplant requirement would allow time
for women to get back on their feet, back in the
. work force and on to a life favorable to child care.

SAN lose STATE Utevriasrne

LAUREL ANDERSON
Writer’s Forum

TEACHER, IF I CAN’T PRAY OUT LOUD AT SCHOOL,
CAN I Al LEAST PRAY SILENTLY BEFORE MY MATH 1E517
MICHAEL RODRIGUEZ SPARTAN DAILY

North-ern exposure
Ni/fr. North, as your
carnpav manager I
would like to make a
few suggestions regarding your
bid for the senate seat."
"Just call me 011ie. Everyone
calls me 011ie."
"Okay, 011ie. First, stay close
to your helicopter. Second,
don’t bring up your service in
the military."
"But I was a decorated
Colonel in the Marines. Yessireebob, I looked good in my uniform."
"Right. But you got a lot of
flack for blindly following orders
that were contradictory to the
laws of the government."
"But, I was only following the
orders of my commander-inchief, President Reagan."
"Orders that he doesn’t
remember giving. Don’t go
around using his name like a
gold caid."
"Well, I was also patted on the
back by then-Vice-President
Bush."
"A wimpy one-term president
who got his butt kicked by a potsmoking, country bumpkin
because he was out of touch.
Don’t mention his name during
the campaign."
"Should I mention that I’m
not a Washington-insider?"
"I wouldn t talk about that
either, 011ie. A lot of people

in casual conversation."
’Well, you know the reporters
are going to ask a lot of tough
questions about everything I
did. What should I do about
that pack of hounds?"
"Stay real close to your helicopters and pretend that you
can’t hear their questions over
the noise. It worked for the old
man; it’ll work for you."
"Maybe we could work out a
deal to get votes."
"011ie, no deals."
"I’ll get some guns from
some CIA buddies in Langley.
I’ll sell those to some rebel Iraqi
forces. I’ll run the money
through a savings and loan company.
"No more deals, 011ie.
Please."
"Then, I’ll take the profits
and buy Michael Jackson concert tickets. Finally, I’ll trade tickets for votes. Kids still like
Michael Jackson, don’t they?"
"No. Try The Spin Doctors or
Michael Bolton."
"Any other advice you can
offer?"
"Yeah. Try to get on the
Howard Stern Show, date Nancy
Kerrigan and kiss a lot of
babies."

KYLE PRESTON REGISTER
Everything In Moderation
know you’re not a Washington
insider because you lied to Congress about the whole Iran-Contra deal."
"How about if! call my opponent a communist sympathizer?"
"There is no such thing anymore. All the dominoes are still
standing and the ’Evil Empire’
is the only thing that fell."
"Should I mention my foreign policy experience?"
"I thought you said that you
wanted this job, 011ie. The
extent of your foreign policy
experience is limited to selling
weapons to the Iranians and taking the profits to Central America to fund covert military operations."
"What about my record as a
humanitarian? After all, I
helped the Freedom Fighters in
Nicaragua."
"You helped them kill innocent civilian women and children and burn villages. Don’t
even use the word ’Nicaragua’

Kyle Preston Register is a Daily
staff columnist. His column
appears every Thursday.

Fascination over chests
Flashing their breasts at
the store employees, a
group
of
women
robbed the tills of a grocery
store in the Netherlands, while
everyone else stared at the bare
breasts before them.
At an office window, a group
of women drool and dribble
over the man in the construction site who pulls off his top to
enjoy his Diet Coke every morning at 11:30.
The public in general has a
fascination with chests. Both
male and female pectorals can
create a commotion, causing
the opposite sex to lose total
concentration in whatever they
are doing.
Most women can attest to the
fact that at some point in their
life they have experienced a
man staring at their chest.
When it occurs to me, I usually point to my face and tell
them that my breasts won’t
answer their questions but my
mouth will. Then, I walk away.
It isn’t that I hate the male
population or that I am prude,
well maybe a little, I just prefer
not to be treated like a pair of
walking hooters.
The same could be said by
Men who receive stares or
propositions by forward women
who like the form of their
physique. Usually a man’s chest
is not noticeable under a shirt,
but that does riot stop some
women from coming up and
feeling it. If a man came up and
grabbed at a woman’s chest, she
would file charges, but some-

.

so they will look golden brown
once summer rolls along. They
want attention as well.
Wearing string bikinis, they
let it all hang out to excite their
male fans.
Advertisers know sex and
showing some skin sells products. Just look at the new Diet
Coke ad. Women all over the
country are drinking their Diet
Cokes, looking out their windows to see if the TV hunk is
waiting for them outside.
Sports Illustrated has been
using women’s bodies (and
their chests) for years as a
means of selling its magazines.
Every year, the swimsuit edition
is the most widely recognized
and most read issue of the popular sports magazine.
Why are so many of us compelled by the human chest? Is it
a fascination with the opposite
sex or are we drawn to chests by
some strange Oedipal complex?
I know my heart skips a beat
when I see that Diet Coke commercial or the nude shot of
Sylvester Stallone on the front
cover of Vanity Fair, I just don’t
know why.
Maybe we are just all
intrigued by the things we don’t
have. I can only speculate as to
the reasons for the way things
are, and I am not complaining.
As long as the Diet Coke guy
speaks to my face, I guess I can
wipe the drool off long enough
to answer him.

CARA BRoci.iA

Writer’s Forum
’Women all over the
country are drinking
Diet Cokes, looking
out their windows
waiting to see if the
TV hunk is waiting
outside for them.’
where in history, society deemed
it acceptable for a woman to
grasp a man.
Sometimes staring cannot be
helped. A good looking member of the opposite sex walking
by on the beach may cause a few
stares, but sometimes people are
looking for the attention they
get.
I have a male friend who
spends hours working out every
day so his "pees" and his "washboard" stomach will look perfect. He goes to the beach to
attract the kind of women who
will drool and grab at him. (He
wishes more of them would.)
There are also women who
perfect their tails all winter long

Ma. AM.

...1.
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Cara Broglia is a Daily staff
writer
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bizarre world of the
/have recently entered the
dating parent. It is a place where the usual
parent-child relationship ceases to exist.
All rules and restrictions on conversation topics
are no longer law. A parent in this world seems to
have a higher purpose in life than being a parent.
And this I know because my father has stumbled
onto the idea that he is "The Stud Muffin" in the
dating world.
He is a man in his mid-50s, with gray hair and
beard and a swaggering walk and physique that
resembles Santa Claus, except he is a little leaner.
During his years as a married man he grew comfortable with the old married life.
The highlight of his life was the nightly ritual of
watching Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy. I think
Pat Sajak became a close personal friend.
When my father became a widower a year and a
half ago he hibernated with the TV and newspaper
at night
Then like Clark Kent changes into superman, off
came the Santa Claus suit and out emerged ‘The
Stud Muffin".
One day he was good old dad in the worn pinstripped short sleeved shirts, Bermuda shorts and
black socks with dress shoes.
Then almost overnight he lost 20 pounds, lost
the shorts and grew suspenders and different suits
for each date on the weekend. Out came the
cologne and hair gel.
"Are my suspenders on straight?" he asked as he
preened in front of the mirror..
"No," I said, "I’ll fix them for you."
I fantasize about wrapping them around his neck
as he sprays himself with the whole bottle of
cologne.
Gone was my comfortable, jolly father and in his
place stands ’The Stud Muffin" taking the dating
world by storm.
Gone were the father-daughter talks about work
and school. Gone were the talks about what bills
needed to be paid.
Gone were the lengthy heart-to-heart talks about
whose turn it was to go to the grocery store. I always
thought the milk and bread were important.
All of a sudden it’s the long talks about his 10
dates on the weekend and what should he wear and
how does he look. I think our roles are reversed.
Now when my father comes home from work, I
react like it’s the 1989 earthquake all over again. I
run for the nearest hideout and pray he doesn’t
find me.
1 have a date with an ex-nun Friday," he said as
he followed me to my room..
I gritted my teeth and said, "Really dad, that’s
good."
"I really like her and she has a 4-year-old son," he
added.
’That’s nice dad," I said.
Oh no, I thought, if he marries her I’ll have a
runny nosed brat following me around.
"I also have a date on Saturday with a nurse," he
said, "She has twin 18-year-old daughters and two
younger sons."
Oh no, we’ll be the Brady Bunch, I thought
"I’m happy for you," I said.
I live with this constant terror that he will find a
female stud muffin and settle down with her four
kids and me and my 16 year old brother.
I just pray he doesn’t get married before I move
out. There are worse things in life, but it’s hard to
deal with at this late stage in the father-daughter
relationship.
A person can only take so much of the new world
of parental dating. But then, I don’t want to be the
Brady Bunch either.
Laurel Anderson is a Daily staff writer

Forum Page Policies
The SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions
to the page are encouraged from students, staff,
faculty and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the forum page must
be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the
SPARTAN DAILY newsroom, Dwight Ben tel Hall 209,
or to the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
The SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192. Fax articles to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST contain the author’s
name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a
3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on
the Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the property of the SPARTAN DARN and will be edited for clanty, grammar,
libel and length.
Categories available to non-DARN staff members
are:
Campus Viewpoint 300 to 500 word essays on
current campus, political or personal issues. Submissions should be well researched.
Letters to the Editor Up to 200 words
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We an appointment 924-6033

CENTER FOR LITERARY ARTS:

AD CLUB: Meeting with Rebecca Costa of Dazai Advertising,
7:00p.m., DBH 133. Call Tom
924-3270

AFGHAN STUDENT ASSOCIATION: First meeting of semester,
3:00p.m., Pacheco Room SU.
Call Harnid 447-9410

AFRICAN AWARENESS MONTH
PLANNING CommniEE: Lecture
from John Templeton, 6:30p.m.,
Multicultural Room SU. Call
Nicole or Dwayne 345-7078

AKBAYAN CLUB: Cultural Nite
Practice, 6:30-9:00p.m., Umunhum Room SU. Call Melanie
534-1140

BETA THETA PI: Bowling for
Betas, 7:30p.m. Bowling alley
SU. Call 298-2382

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
Nightlife, 8:00p.m., Almaden
Room SU. Call Ken 224-5669

CAMPUS MixisTRY: Dinner fellowship, 6:00-8:00p.m., 300 S.
10th Street. Call Reverend
Penny Mann 298-0204

CAREER PLANNING AND PIACEMENT: Advanced interviewing
for management and marketing
majors, 3:30p.m., Almaden
Room SU. Call 924-6033

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: General Electric employer presentation, 12:30p.m.,
Almaden Room SU. Call 9246033

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Get ready for the summer
and co-op job fair, 10:00a.m.3:00p.m., BC 13. Call to sched-

Pulitzer Prize wining poet Gary
Snyder reads poems, 7:30p.m.,
Music Concert Hall. Call 9241378

COUNSELING SERVICES: Hispanic students support group,
12:00m.-1:30p.m., Administration Building, Counseling Services Room 201. Call Brenda or
Gail 924-5910

DELTA LAMDA PHi: Spring rush
barbecue, 4:30-6:30p.m., SJSU’s
barbecue pits across from Music
Building. Call Christion 9248288
EARTH DAY PLANNING COMMITTEE: planning niceting,
5:00p.m., Wahlquist South IS.
Call Kristi Swensson 924-546
GALA: Meeting and gay bowling, 4:30-7:00p.m., Guadalupe
Room SU. Call Bruce 294-5431

THE LISTENING HOUR: Vocal
Underground, 12:30-1:15p.m.,
Music Building Concert Hall
176. Call Joan Stubbe 924-4631
LUTHERAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP: Movie-Places in the Heart,
6:00p.m., Campus Interfaith
Center on corner of 10th and
San Carlos Street. Call Tim
Ihssen 298-0204

MODEL UNITED NATIONS
CLUB: Organizational meeting,

Transit

Author

From page 1
leges. Steven Blaylock, the transit consultant for TAP said he
will work with community colleges like West Valley College,
Mission College, DeAnza College, Foothill College, San Jose
City College, and Evergreen Valley College.
Blaylock believes the program

is a great idea and it is really positive. "It’s a program equitable to
the students, it’s great to happen," Blaylock said.
"I am very glad it passed and
we are going to give the opportunity to the students to vote on
such a good plan," Director of
Business Affairs Alfonso De Alba
said.

Hayden
From page 1
"I’m from Detroit," he said.
"My father worked for Chrysler.
This is the biggest economic
and environmental issue and
the Governor can’t waffle. We
can create good lobs by saving
the environment.
Hayden wants his personal
campaign contributions to be
limited to between $1004500.
He shuns political action committees and doesn’t intend to
buy 30-second TV ads during his
campaign.
"It’s (lobbying) a powth
industry," Hayden said. Lobbyists outnumber politicians by a
10 to one ratio. They spent over
$100 million lobbyini last year
in a non-election year.
"He keeps us on our toes,
particularly on those things that
have to do with the environment, much to my sorrow," State
Senator Ralph Dills said.
Hayden’s competition for the

Democratic nomination
includes State Treasurer Kathleen Brown, the early front-runner, and Insurance Commissionerfohn Garamendi. According
to a poll Hayden commissioned,
he starts with support from only
10 percent of likely Democratic
voters.
"Some people might say that
my campaign is not practical,"
Hayden said. "Look where practicality has gotten us. 30-second
TV ads are more effective than
the free press. We need to
replace that with genuine discussion."
Some critics within his party
call his gubernatorial 9uest
"foolish and self-centered and
label him as a "flamethrower"
and a "radical."
"I believe in public awakenings and miracles," Hayden said.
"These structures can be
changed and we have to be
ready for a longer effort."

3:00p.m., Guadalupe Room SU.
Call David Field 356-2331

STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE:
Seminar on stress, 12:001:00p.m., Health Building
Room 208. Call Dr. Oscar Battle, Jr. 934-6117

SpanaGuide is available to SJSU students, faculty and staff oiuw.auora for free.
Deadline is 5 pin., two days bdon publication. Farms are
at the Spartan
Daily, DBH 2ffl. Limited space row farce reducing the number uf entries

From page

children of color.
"Our kids get the message
that nobody that looks like you
did anything so why should you
even try," he said.
As an author, Templeton
attempts to present a history
that is not defined in terms of
victimization. For many teachers, professors and administrators in the Department of Education, "Our Roots Run Deep" is
a welcomed change.
"It will probably establish new
methods of looking at people in
California, not just black people," Millner said.
Templeton is currently working on new methods to teach
children of color about various
subjects. He is the owner and
president of Electron Access
Inc., a multimedia development
company.
"What we’re doing is going
beyond the book and putting
together Worldstream Education Environment (a software
program) so people can take a
unified approach at teaching,"
Templeton said.
People of African descent
have a history in the state of California that many are unaware
of. It is a legacy that is not taught
in public schools. Templeton’s
book makes the information
readily available for anyone to
read and learn.

After obtaining rights to previously published material and
doing extensive research, Templeton wrote "Our Roots Run
Deep." The book includes interesting information and biographies on a variety of Californians
with African descent, such as
San Francisco’s first hotelier,
William Alexander Leidesdorff
and millionaire Mary Ellen
Pleasant
"I got the book and put it in
my office and someone stole it.
That should tell you how intriguing the book is," said Steven
Millner, an Afro-American studies professor.
"I like his work. It’s pioneering. What is particularly interesting is his use of black newspapers and black resources," he
said.
As a father of a 16-year-old
son, Templeton was stimulated
to write the book because of the
lack of black history presented
in school textbooks and its effect
on children.
"The current teaching methods destroy the initiative of black
kids," he said. "At least in history
we show up in slavery, but in
other subjects we don’t show up
at all."
According to Templeton, this
type of misrepresentation
affects the self-esteem of

Play
From page 1

Money
From page I
"My guess is that the average
student is inclined to let the
board make the decisions and
aren’t that interested."
Senior engineering major

Harlan Chin said that he was
unaware of the meeting and
doesn’t attend the SUBOD
meetings.
"I’m not very outspoken,"
Chin said.

about different ways to make it
entertaining, to make it exciting
for the audience. You never stop
thinking about it," he said.
Creative arts major Theran
Monaco, who will be performing in ’The Tempest," said it was
interesting to see the directors,
especially ’Voorhees, apply what
they learned in acting to their
directing.
Monaco said he wants to do a

little more acting before he
takes on the challenge of directing.
"All we have to deal with is
lines, directors have to deal with
orchestrating, the technical part.
fliers," he said.
The Student Directed Showcase is performing today at
12:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. in Hugh
Gillis Hall, room 103. Admission
is $2 for students and $3 for all
others.

Finally, something for college
that just got less expensive.
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Macintosh LC 475 4/80, Apple Color Plus l4" Display, Apple Diteruled Keyboard II, PIPS the Apple StyleWriter
Only $1,423 after $100 rebate!

Right now, when you buy an already affordable Macintosh LC 475 with
an Apple’ StyleWriter’ II or LaserWriter; you’ll receive a $100 mail-in rebate
from Apple! That a hundred bucks no on a computer with fast 040
performance. Plus the Macintosh LC 475 is upgradable to PowerPC" perfor-

mance in the future, if you need it. But that’s not all. Thull also take home
seven popular software programs while supplies last. That’s a complete
Macintosh system with a lot of goodies, at a really unbeatable price. So,
what are you waiting for? College may last four .ears, but this offer won’t.

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809
*not responsible for typographical errors
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More than a meter maid
your job," Krasno said.
What students might not realize is that the officers are also
students. Most of them are criminal justice majors working part
time as cadets to get experience
working with the community.
Sgt. Krasno works up to 12
hours a week and is developing
community skills, which Lt.
Bruce Lowe from UPD feels is
important
"They learn how to react to
stressful situations, adhere to
policy guidelines, take control of
situations and most of all get out
of the classroom to apply what
they’ve learned," Lowe said.
They do not
work on a
quota system.
They
write
tickets according to what situations dictate.
"We don’t
discriminate
against anyone
or pick on certain people. If
we see an illegally parked
car, we write a
citation," Krasno said.
As students,
the officers
deal with trying to find
parking themselves. They
suggest being patient and arriving at campus early to allow time
to find a spot. However, some
students take citations personally and feel officers are being callous and inhuman.
"They don’t even try to discuss tickets with you or let you

explain your side of the story. If
a sign is unclear or the paint is
faded on a curb, they won’t listen to your arguments," junior
Spanish major Lauren Gardner
said.
It is not UPD policy for officers to handle disputed citations. Students must fill out a
citation review stating why they
are disputing the ticket. They
must still pay the fine, plus a $20
deposit for a municipal court
hearing. If the officer is found
liable, the citation fee and the
deposit are waived.
"The officers are instructed
not to engage in confrontations.
They do their
best to stay
out of them,"
said Richard
Staley,
the
manager of
traffic and
parking operations
at
SJSU.
If violators
drive off, the
officers write
down
the
license plate
number as
well as the
make
and
model of the
The
Todd Krasno car.
Cake Sgt. offenders
their
gets
citations in
the mail.
Krasno can understand their
frustration, but agrees with the
philosophy of not killing the
bearer of bad news.
"I’m not a robot; I’m a
human being. I’m just trying to
do my job and pay the rent like
everyone else."

’We’re like the
mail service.
Through rain,
sleet, snow, or
dead of night,
we’re expected
to do our job.’

ESL IE A SALZMANNSPARTAN DAILY

SJSU senior Cadet Sgt. Todd Krasno writes a parking ticket for an unidentified student Wednesday in front of the Administration building.
13 Gerald Woodall
Srtanan Dail% Staff Wnier
being used.
Parking enforcement officers limited capacity to park cars, but
He sloshes through the pudTodd Krasno is a parking do more than write tickets. They a high demand for spots. Howdled sidewalks, his yellow slicker enforcement officer, and his also help students by jump-start- ever, the cadets sometimes feel
shielding him from what has citation booklet is getting soggy. ing their cars, or opening up unappreciated.
"We’re like the mail service. doors when keys are locked
become a steady downpour.
’The hardest part of the job is
Today he must patrol the cam- Through rain, sleet, snow, or inside.
people looking clown on you for
pus on foot because the only dead of night, we’re expected to
The officers preserve a scarce what you do, as well as verbally
other parking patrol vehicle is do our job," Krasno said.
resource on campus. There is a berating you for trying to do

The excellence of adventure
Ilene Meeks

Spartan Dath Staff Writer

It is a new adventure. More
like an excellent adventure for
Marilyn Charell.
The new academic affairs
director for Associated Students
is breaking new territory.
Charell replaced Jennifer Rigberg as AS director of academic
affairs when Rigberg graduated
at the end of last semester, leaving the door open for Charell.
Charell keeps on her toes as a
committee member for the
Enrollment Advisory Committee, Instruction and Student
Affairs and Student Success

Groups, .0 id also holds five office
hours per week.
Charell believed she could
tackle being involved in student
government, even though she
had no prior political experience.
"There was something in me
that said, ’yeah.’ I thought about
it and thought about it. It felt
right. It felt like I could be
involved."
One of the primary items
Charell is involved with is the
academic renewal policy. She is
one of the committee members
working to change the current
policy.

SMOG CHECK

A powerful program providing effective, proven
job search techniques and strategies specifically
designed for new and prospective graduates.

ACCUTUNE
&BRAKE

Plus Cert

up 2/28/94

510 E. Santa Clara St
(corner of 11th and Santa Clara(
Phone 298-7722

THINKING ABOUT LAW SCHOOL?

ai Ls.
ter, majoring II
She later attended Santa Monica College for one and a half
years, dropping out to travel
throughout Europe.
She worked in the travel
industry for a while and went
back to community college to
obtain her A.A. degree.
Charell decided to come back
to college last summer when she
took an economics class through
Open University because she
wanted to embark upon a new
path.
"I wanted to find a new direction. It was something I wanted
to do for a long time.
AS President Blair Whitney,
chose Charell for the Academic

SJSU - CLASS OF ’94
CLASS ’94. WINNING ’THE JOB SEARCH

-Licensed smog check
station.
-Never a charge for
a retest.
-Regularly ’24"

595

Ills is oik of the tasks Charell
is focusing her attention on
through her last semester in
office. Academic renewal targets
the good student, Charell claims.
"I chose one thing to target to
have an effect," Charell said.
She said she enjoys her new
position and is having fun.
"Oh yeah, I am having a great
time. I like the fact I fit in. It feels
right"
Charell said, "I want to be
known as having a sense of
humor. As the baby boomers
burn out I will be ready to recreate them.
When she graduated from
high school in Florida, Charell
attended I ICI A for one semes-

;

FREE LECTURE by
Bill Lee, founder of Career
Insight For College Graduates
industry employment expert.

(415) 994-3967

Thursday, March 3, 4 - 6 pm
Ramada Silicon Valley
[formerly Holiday Inn]
1217 Wildwood Ave.. Sunnyvale

Ida 101 & Lawrence Expwy)

Meet with Law School Representatives From:
California Western Schist’ of law
Golden Gate University School of law
(knuaga I’11 iversit)’ SC 11001 Oi I AW
I rwig and Clark, Nor d western Sr 111 14 11 Oi law
Sic Geo, gr Sclee,Iof Law. Univeo,ily of the
Peppertline I niversity Sr hool of law
Santa flan, I7niverlifySchooli4 Law
niwisity of Puget Sound Srbool of Law
l7triversity of San Dirgo Law Sr hoot
University of San Fr anciwo School 44 Law
Whinier College Schist! of law

FREE TUITION!!!
That’s right! You can have free
tuition and books for the rest of
your college career. Also receive
$100 per month.
."1"4411110arkItfAloft

Learn last minute strategies for 1994.
Get a head start on the 1995 process.
AR
DATE: Thursday, February 24, 1994
LOCATION: San Jose State Univ.
Loma Prieta Room, Student Center Ballroom
TIME: 11:00 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
FURTHER INFORMATION: Chris Clark-Talley
(408) 924-6045

Sponsored by the CAmsorthun of
Private West Coast Law Schools.

111101C-1-

110111. I MI 090 ....11.111

Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four years.
Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Physics,
Electrical Engineering, Math majors, and under represented
minaities (any major).

CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966
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Re-entry student Marilyn Charrell is the AS director of academic affairs
and is currently working to change the academic renewal policy.
Senate because he felt she was
the most capable candidate.
"We were further impressed
with the broad perspective she
would bring to the board," Whitney said.
"In the short time that I’ve
known her, she seems to be very
thorough. She’s not afraid to
speak up. She fits right in the
role of director," Director of Ethnic Affairs Nicole Padellan said.
Charell doesn’t have much
time for horsing around these
days. Her hands are busy as a
full-time Recreation major carrying 18 units, yet she finds the
time to maintain a 3.55 GPA.
"lam here strictly to learn. My
brain is like a sponge," Charell
said. "I am really organized. It’s
been a whirlwind, because I am
taking on more things."
When she isn’t blazing a new
trail in her life, she is involved
with the Trails and Bike Committee in Los Gatos.
"I really want to preserve the
opportunity,"
recreational
Charell said. "A lot of times the
lands are taken away. I want to be
a part of the recreational opportunities for the people."
Charell has been married for

13 years and has one son. She
said she balances her schoolwork
with family life.
"I have the time for my family.
But there’s been adjustments,"
Charell said. "They’re proud of
the fact that I am doing something. I am kind of an adventurous person."
As a 46-year-old re-entry student she has not let her age stop
her from doing the things she
wants to do.
"You gain the fear of aging,"
Charell said. "I am not dead. I
am very much alive. I still have
the same interests as when I was
younger."
Charell still enjoys traveling.
She has traveled to Mexico,
Hong Kong, the Caribbean,
Korea and Cooks Island. She
also likes jail music and loves the
San Francisco Giants.
Charell’s time may be limited
as academic affairs director. But
she has decided she will run
again in the general elections.
"I might run again next
semester, Charell said.
"I might just run for homecoming queen )just kidding,"
she grinned. "I had no idea how
much fun it would be."

Free Consultation with this Ad
Acne and Scar
Treatment Center
Fast Results-No Drugs
Affordable
408-257-5481
La Rose Skin Care

Before Cupertino Medical & Professional Center After
10311 S. De Anza Blvd. 04
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Mexico violated
human rights

Bombing kills four in India

IJ

jTASiwo roanibIsnedxipaledAeP2 in a
crowded vegetable market
in Jammu today, killing at least
four people and wounding 30.
Crowds rioted in the streets
afterward, angry that police
didn’t prevent the attacks.
No one immediately claimed
responsibility for the bombs. But
Muslim guerrillas fighting for
the independence of JammuKashmir state from India often
target Jammu with bombs and
sniper attacks.
police rushed to the scene,
crowds pelted them with stones.
Shouting slogans, the people
condemned the police for failing to stop the insurgents from
exploding bombs in the area.
Police shot rifles into the air
over the crowd, sti uck the
protesters with batons and fired
tear gas to disperse the mob.
Similar demonstrations broke
out in three or four other

areas ofJammu.
Most stores and businesses
quickly closed, and many cars
left the streets.
At least four people were
killed and 30 injured in the
explosions, United News of
India said, and the market
streets were covered with blood,
sandals, shoes, ripped bags and
vegetables.
One of the bombs was apparently hidden in a motor scooter.
Jammu is the largest Hindudominated area ofJammu-Kashmir, the only state in India with a
Muslim majority.
Kashmir Valley, 190 miles to
the north, is the center of the
battle that Kashmir’s Muslim
rebels are fighting with tens of
thousands of Indian troops and
paramilitary forces.
About 8,00 people have died
in the state since the insurrection turned violent in late 1989,
including 192 this yeat

Reinforcements reported
arriving in Southern Yemen
EADEN,

Yemen (AP) The south flew in tanks
and artillery to reinforce troops
skirmishing with northern
Yemeni forces Wednesday in
fighting that threatened to
spread Into civil war.
Witnesses said fighting flared
for a third day in the southern
Modia region on the Gulf of
Men coast, despite Sunday’s reconciliation pact between northern and southern leaders.
No casualty estimates were
Wednesday’s
available
for
reported clashes. About 15
people died in the first two
days of fighting that center-

ed on Zinjibar, about 30 miles
east of Aden, according
to reports from both sides.
Government sources in the
capital San’a, in the north, also
said about 300 villagers may have
been massacred by southern
troops in Modia.
The defense ministry, in an
apparent attempt to ease the tension, later called the reported
massacre an exaggeration.
The reported clashes began
Monday after northern troops
surrounded Zinjibar’s town hall,
where a southern mayor had
replaced a northerner, according
to oil industry sources.

MEXICO CITY (AP) Mexico’s human rights
commissioner has released
a major report raising the officially reported death toll from
armed conflict in Chiapas and
declaring abuses did occur and
are being seriously investigated.
"Undoubtedly, violations of
human rights occurred in Chiapas state but these are being
investigated in depth," pledged
Jorge Madrazo, head of the
National Human Rights Commission, in a statement issued
late Tuesday.
He released a special report,
the first full accounting yet by
the government-funded commission, reporting 145 deaths
from the January uprising,
including those of 14 soldiers
and 38 public security agents.
He gave no accounting of
rebel deaths.
But the count was higher than
the 112 reported b) the government weeks earlier although still
well below independent reports
that possibly hundreds were
killed in the fighting that followed the Jan. 1 rebellion.
Madrazo’s report was the first
major response following an
international outcry for Mexico
to investigate human rights abuses, including charges the military committed the bulk of
alleged atrocities such as summary executions, tortures and
illegal detentions.
It also comes as peace talks are
getting under way between
rebels and a governmentappointed mediator in southern
state,
where
Chiapas
guerrillas launched the uprising
in defense of poor Indians and
peasants.
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Sarajevo a model for other besieged towns
Bosnia- toward an agreement to end percent of Bosnia not claimed
EUSARAJEVO,
Herzegovina (AP) - the 22-month war by dividing by the Serbs.
In Moscow, President Boris
American, Russian and Bosnia into three states.
The talks move today to Yeltsin proposed a meeting
European diplomats decided
the cease-fire model that has Zagreb, the capital of Croatia, with leaders of the United
allowed Sarajevo residents to where Bosnian government States, France, Britain and
walk city streets again should military commander, Rasim Germany to work out a politibe extended to other belea- Delic, and the Bosnian Croat cal settlement in Bosnia.
commander, Ante Roso, were There was no immediate
guered Bosnian towns.
Russia blocked considera- expected to sign a cease-fire, response from those countries.
Artillery fire wounded five
tion of any new NATO ultima- U.N. sources in Zagreb said.
The United States considers U.N. peacekeepers Tuesday
tums to enforce the truces.
But German Foreign Minister an end to the fighting near the besieged city of
The five Swedish
Klaus Kinkel said further ulti- between Bosnian Croats and Tuzla.
matums may be needed. And Muslim-led government forces peacekeepers were patrolling
a U.S. official said Washington in central Bosnia crucial to an in U.N. armored personnel
overall peace settlement. carriers in Ribnica, 20 miles
hadn’t ruled out force.
The diplomats met Tuesday Numerous previous cease-fires southwest of Tuzla. The
wounds were not life-threatenin Bonn, Germany, where they have failed.
Bosnian Croats and the gov- ing, a U.N. spokesman said. It
also agreed to push Bosnia’s
three warring factions - Mus- ernment were initially allies, was not known who fired the
lims, Serbs and Croats - but are now battling for the 30 shells.
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COMPUTER TECHS - TANDEM SECURITY- $7.00T0$12.00/111.
wakes no Mem for products or
1. Hardware techs experienced Security / Control Center / EMI’s
services advertised below nor is w/unix, workstations & networks.
Weekly Pay Checks.
there wry pennies Implied. The 2. Software techs experienced Medical / Dental / Vacation Pay.
clarified mimeo of the Spartan w/compiler languages, unix &
Full-time or Part-time.
Dally consist of mid thou*** SQL data bases, and X-terminal Stec tyt. Mew/Milpitas/SJ/S Clara
and offering’ are not approved or systems. Part-time school year,
No experience Necessary.
verified by the newspaper.
full-time other. Top pay. Contact
Day shift starts: 6, 7 or 8 am.
Dick Sillan, 924-3928. Leave
Swing shift starts: 3 or 4 pr.
message and send resume Grave shift starts: 11 or 12 pm.
ANNOUNCEMENTS to room Eng. 491 box.
Apply. Sam 5pm, Mon. - Fri.
Vanguard Security Services
NEW STUMM DENTAL PLAN:
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC:
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Office visits and x-rays no charge. Aquatic Center. Must be able to
SAVE MONEY and your, teeth.
perform predictive, preventive & MOBILE Die WANTED. Looking
Enroll now!
corrective maintenance of equip- for people with a vast music
ment & facilities. Ability to read knowledge to 1/1 for parties,
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800) 655-3225.
plans axl/or troubleshoot complex dances, & weddings. No exp.
electrical, mechanical control required, but a +. We provide the
DOYOU LOVE BABES 81ODEURST systems. Knowledge of Cal/Osha equipment & music. Friendly. outNon-profit Family Service Assoc. is regulations & water treatment. going & reliable only need apply.
looking for daytime volunteers to Performs other duties as needed. Must be available Fridays and
provide childcare for up to 4 hours Min. of 2 yrs in pool maintenance Saturdays Call 408-496-6116,
a week while their mothers attend and/or water treatment. 3-5 years Mon.-81., 11-5 or leave message.
counseling sessions in doyyritasn of general building maintenance.
San Jose. Tue. 10am .3prn., Wed. 25-35 hours per week, $11.50 - CLERK/CUSTOMER SERVICE
9an -Noon., Thur. 5:30pm - 8pm. $13.00 /hour. For job description small mattress/used furniture store.
8, application, call 408924-6345, near SJS. Informal atmosphere.
Call Child Watch at 288-6200.
Caryn Morley. SJSU is an Equal jeans OK. PT/FT. Bud: 294-5478.
100% PURE ADRENALINE IIIIII Opportunity Employer.
Experience the thrill of free falling
COUNSELOR/SKILLS TRAINER to
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Nea’s PART TIME WAREHOUSE WORK work with DD adults. 6 mo exp.
only skydiving center. Cane join us for sportsware manufacturing $6./hour. Fremont 5102268505.
for a tandem jump and enjoy your company in Santa Clara. Call
first skydive with only 45 minutes 988-1262 between 10 and 11
ACUFACTS, INC.
of training. For the true thrill seek- am. Leave message, warehouse
Security guards/patrol officers
er, try an accelerated freefall experience, and phone number.
Full-time/Part-time. All shifts.
Apply Mon.-Fri. 8am-6(xn.
course and find yourself on the
5550 Meridian Ave. San Jose.
fastest road to becoming a MANAGERS (SEASONAL).
(406) 2865680.
certified slrydrver, starting with a se Looking for two highly motivated.
hour class and a mile long freefall aggressive, reliable people to
manage
"Airbrush
T-shirt"
jump
HIRING
SUMMER
day.
Videos
of
you’
and
MANAGEMENT
the same
also available. Owned and operat- ’Ride Photo’ concessions at local NOW! College Fro Pa,nters,
ed by SJSU students and grads. amusement park. P/T weekends established in 1971. Outlet
For more info call (510)6347575. in spring &fall, F/T during summer. Manager positions available
Minimum of 2 yrs supervisory or in Northern California. Average
management experience in a summer profit $8,000. Call
retail environment required. If you 1-800-392-1386 for info.
have excellent communication
Aura INSURANCE
and organizational skills, call CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up
Campus Insurance Service
1-800-822-5565 Ref. PGAMM.
to $2.000+/mo on Cruise Ships
Special Student Programs
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
Serving SJSU for 20 years
& Full-time employment available.
LOS
GATOS
BASED
REAL
ESTATE
Crivece
Good
"Great Rates for
"Good Rates for Herr-Good Drivers" exchange company is expanding No exp necessary. For info. call
1.206834-0468 ext. C6041.
and
is
in
need
of
additional
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multicar" personnel. Senior business
and/or MBA students desired for AA CRUISE& TRAVEL Employment
CALL TODAY 2968270
entry level position. Computer Guide. Earn big $$$ + travel the
FREE QUOTE
skills & real estate experience or world free! (Caribbean. Europe.
NO HASSLE
knowledge helpful. Full or part Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring &
NO OBUGA11ON
time positions available. Training summer seasons approaching.
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
provided. If interested please call Free student travel club membership! Cal (919) 929-4398 ad. C181.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT! (408) 356-8100.
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
EARN GMAT MOffEYI
Auto, Jet Ski, Motorcycle, SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Environmental corn pany
Boat, Home owners Insurance. Currently hiring for various full &
expanding in the Bay Area
"Alumni" serving "Students" part- time teaching positions for
...Talk to me. I’ll help you. preschools & school-age programs seeks motivated individuals with
good people skills. PT/FT.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? (extended day care). ECE units
Training provided.
Call me, (Don) 408-247.3734. required for both preschool a,
408-262-1442.
school-age programs or elementary
Open on Sat/Sun with appt NO
education units may apply for
school-age programs only. ExperiMMK
ence preferred. Substitute posiFOR SALE
tions available, flexible schedule 7101. 11th STREET APTS. Large
MOVING! MUST SELL furniture, does not interfere with your school 2 bdirn./2 ba. $695. $745. /mo.
clothes, chairs, moped, baby or study time! Advancement oppor- Responsive management. Walk or
Items, toys. Everything must tunities available with our 20 ride bike to school. Very clean,
go by 2/27/94. Call Ted at schools located throughout the bay roomy 8, remodeled. Secured
area. Medical/Dental benefits entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
408-297-3232.
available for full-time employees. TV. Ample perking. Cali 288.9157.
Please call 408/257-7326 to
1920’S 1 IMRE. APARTMENT.
your interest &
discuss
HELP WANTED
Unique] Parking, hardwood. yard.
Financially responsible, clean
AVAILABLE!
PUBUC RMIADV. Will train you. POSTAL JOBS
Earn 86004800 working 15-20 Many positions. Great benefits. quiet & sober. Single occupancy.
hr/wk. Eve/wknd only. Call Larry Call 1800436-4365 ext. P3310. $575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St.
Mike 292-3239.
22013 or 510-483.5877.
YARD WORKER, mowhg, cruirg,
LOOKING FOR STUDENT TO PUB. weeding. Must have wxperlence. BRAND NEW EVERYTHING!
the ’Nelda( Magazine on campus Flexible hours. 28/hr. 2596727. Be the first to occupy these
newly upgraded units. Studios,
a, to manage local concert series.
We finance start-up costs. Earn NATIONAL PARK SIMMER MM. one and two bedrooms from
mowing
openings!
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU.
25,000
Over
top income ($5.-230. per hour) &
gain valuable experience. Great hotel staff, tour guides, etc.) Parking. Cable reedy. Ask about
move
Apply
In bonus. $400. dep.
bonuses!
+
for mkting or advertising major. Benefits
now for best positions. Call: No pets. 55 South 6th St.
Cal 805436-3094
408-292-5174.
1-2095454804 ext. N8041.

&MIME
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Phone: 924-3277 II FAX: 924-3282
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
in landmark bldg. Huge windows,
minIblinds, new appliances
incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry,
gated covered parking, laundry
room.Great views! 1 blk from
campus. 2 persons OK. Rent from
$640. Aspen Vintage Tower
297-4705.
WILLOW GARDEN APTS.
408-998.0300. Minutes from
San Jose State. Spacious 2
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths.
Ideal for students and roommates. Swimming pool, saunas,
weight room & club house.
Quality living at a reasonable
rate. 1750 Stokes St.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST
w/B.A. and 15 years experience
is now accepting students wishing
to excel at guitar or bass. All
levels and styles apply-. Beginning,
Intermediate. and advanced in
jazz, rock, fusion, blues, funk,
reggae and folk. Call Bill Ireton at
408298.6124.
YOUR UNCLE OWES YOU MONEY
If Uncle Sam has a refund for you,
get it 11 time for SPRING BREAK by
electronically filing your completed
federal tax return at kr Walls &Ca
For a low $60. you can get your
refund in as soon as 2 weeks.
Call 280-5690 for your $$ now!

50% DISCOUNT1
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
2 Bedroom Apartment 5750/mo.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Security type building
Eye Liner - Ups - Eyebrows.
Secure Parking
Expires June 1st, 1994.
Close In
408.3753500
Modern Building
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Free Basic Cable service
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Laundry Room
Campbell. CA 95008.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.
MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
113D: 111550 / STUDIO: $526. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
Deposit $250. One week free! using chemicals. Let us permaNice bldg. Walk to SJSU. nently remove your unwanted hair.
HMS: 997-8200 x335.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
SERVICES
1/2 price if made before June 30,
FREE SERVICES to currently 1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
enrolled students. CAREER 621 E. Campbell Ave. 017,
PLANNING AND PLACEMENT Campbell . (408)379-3500.
offers job listings, Job search
assistance, job fairs, career
LEGAL SERVICES
counseling. interest testing,
Criminal Defense
career workshops, and career
Drunk Driving
/employer Info. Register for the
Theft Charges
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13
Drug Charges
or call 9246033 for details.
Personal Injury
Auto/Motorcycle injuries
Slip & Fall injuries
EXPEREMED EDITOR TAU. POLE},
No fee if no recovery.
your essay, report, proposal.
BEHZADI LAW OFT10ES
thesis, or letter till it shines! Your
success depends upon the quality 111 N. Market St. #306, Sanlose
Tel: 408.971-3661.
of your writing. Call Dave Bolick,
510-601-9554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baysvood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.

SERVICES FINANCIAL,
CORPORATE SC NOLA RSHIPSIII
The private sector wants to fund
your education! Billions of $5 in
corporate financial aid goes
unclaimed each year. Why?
People don’t know where or how
to apply for it. Learn how to tap
into this valuable resource.
Call now: 408-236-3747.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer
the reader to specific
telephone numbers or
addresses for additional
Information. Classified
readers should be reminded
that, when making these
further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully Investigate
Rnns offering employment
listings of coupons for
discount vacations or
merchandise.

$ HOME- BASED BUSINESS S
Home based businesses are
growing at an alarming rate.
Cash in on this money making
opportunity and get your share
of this multi -million dollar
a year legitimate industry.
"No gimmicks". Learn how you
can earn as much as $50.000.
within the next 3 months.
HURRY! Please send $5.00.
for an informational packet, to
L.J. Marketing, P.O. Box 10429
San Jose, CA 95157-0325.

SS BILLIONS available for your AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
education, all students qualify! Proressionai Word Processi-g!
Free message (800) 666-GRAD.
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes. Letters.
SS MONEY FOR COLLEGE SS Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
$135 million unclaimed! HP Laser II. All formats. specialaing
Scholarship matching in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
guaranteed! FREE informative grammatical editing. Free disc
booklet! 24 hour recording! storage. All work guaranteed! Worry
Call now! Toll Free! free, dependable, and prompt
1(800) 434-6015 ext 1210.
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
WORD PROCESSING PAM 247.2681 (8am-8pm). plus
Sew Ado:Mon. 10% Per Wand
PROFESSIONAL Waco Processing.
Theses. le- .7 ’pers, group HAYWARD. FREMONTUNION CRY
projects, resumt s. letters. etc. Wordprocess.r.g arc typing;
All formats, especially APA. All work accepted!! Reports
Experienced, dependable, quick Theses Proficient with APA,
return. Transcriptions available. MLA, and Turabian formats:
Almaden / Branham area. Quick & Speedy turnaround;
Call Linda (408)2644504.
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
CALL MARCIA 26641448
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504.
for Wmd Processing Services
Edit & Format Specialist for
EXPERIENCED Word PIOCINS011.
Theses/Projects/Term Papers
Retired secretary. Let me do
APA Twabien MLA
the typing!! Resumes, term
Grammar. Punct.. Phrasing
papers, theses. etc. Grad
Tables. Graphs. & Charts.
& undergrad. IBM Computer.
Wilms edit disks.
Laser printer Fax machine.
Nortary Public Appointment
600 cltx Laser Printing
necessary. Cali Anna at
Resumes/Cover Letters
intemationd Students Welcome 972-4992.
10 minutes from campus!
20111S PROFESSIONAL Experience.
Typing & transcription tor ALL your
HATE TO TYPEI
I
If this got your attention, give your- needs including COLOR. Copying,
self a break. Let me do it for you! binding & FAX available. Pick up
Pick up and delivery $1.00. & delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Resumes, term papers & theses. Timeliness & satisfaction
APA format. $2.00 per double guaranteed. Tutoring available
spaced page / 5.00 minimum. in sonic subiects. Contact Candi
Cash only. Call Julie 9988354.
at (4081369.8614.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose Cupertino. APA.
Term papers Group projects
Thesis Letters Applications
Reasnes .Tape transcription. etc.
Nursing/Math/Scence/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings.
7 days. SUZANNE, 44551558.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers
theses our speciatty. Laser print
ing. Free spell check arid storage
APA, Turabian and other formats
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Mastersons Word Processing.
Call Paul or Virginia 408251.0449

DAILY CLASSIFIED--ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad hem

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

HOODED_JEDOODEOOFOHHHOOODDOODED
OODDECOODOODOODOOMMOODOODOOD
EDOODOODODOODOOODOODDEOPMODED
DEIDDMODOODODOODDEED-77777
3-line minimum
One
Two Throe
Day
Days
Days
3 !Mos
$5
$7
$9
4 lines
$10
5 linos
$11
$7
6 lines
$10
$12
$1 or each additional line

FON
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

FM*
DRYS
$13
$14
$15
516

After the fifth Ay, rate Inoreseire by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) in bold fOf no extra charge
Up to 5 additional tAxxds available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

AMU.,

Please check .7
your classification:

NaMe

Ad Rados:

Adclre.
cmofslen

,:ede

Flxne
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jos. State University,
San Jos., CA., 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Benlel Hall. Room 209
Deadline Two days before publication III All ads are prepaid
III Consecutive publications dales only No refunds on cancelled ads
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)586.3277

MM

neer,.
Automotive
- Electronics
- For Sale
- Greek
- Help Wanted
- Housing
- Lost and Found
- Services
- Services Financial
- Travel
- Tutoring
- Word Processing
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Cycling team ready to roll

iiEssr.s SHos

Tire ovine. Robert Evans and Andy Chu take a ride in preparation tor the Sr.!, cycling tam’s weekend meet_

Bv Heather Haves
su;wmi Dia suirviao
The SJSU c-yding team is setting new records and racing to
new heights this wastart.
The team has raced three tines
so far. The firm race vcas against
Berkeley, the next one against
Dais aid the third against Ream.
Tim Granshaw, a men’s Arider, won all three indaidual
tune trials, in which the riders
race against the dock.
In Fresno, all men’s A-riders
on the cycling team placed in
the top 15, and placed third
overall, beating out some of the
schools that haw bigger trains
like Stanford and Berkeley,
The team has many new riders
this war. awarding to Mike
preadent of the SJSU
mg
team. Not all of the riders race in
every competition, though.
"We have about 25 to 30 riders
on papci but we have between 9
and 15 showing up to the races’

Boxing should bring back days of old
%wad of boxing conThe
tinued its soapopera
life and tried to add a
thuci iirofessional Ton to the
restme of Michael Jordan with a
$15 million heaoweight fight
cirri to the former NBA star.
Pmrnoter Dan Dtaa’s offer
wit& match upionian against
the winner of the Esander Hayfield and Michael Maurer heatsweight title fight _Although Jordan has intelligernlY turned the
offer down, these an-rent actions
hate comically tried to mite a
boxing Mown that is more
exciting out of the ring than in.
Just think of all the events that
have happened in the last couple
wars and months in the Tort.
The Mae Tyson jailing for rape.
A para-glider landing in the ring
during the Hohfield-Riddick
Bowe title fight Rat Mercer
being taken to court for bribing
_festive Ferguson to let him win.
Although there e a good fight
heti and there, there areift the
same matches that exised in the
past Hohfieki. Bowe and Lennox

MARC J. SPEARS
Sports Forum
Late aren’t really regarded as
some of the best haroweighe
ens- to giate the came Ewesich knows the world’s best boxer
cc incarcerated_ and iii or if. he
retunts. it SeerM like onh secondrate heavyweight fighting is being
exhibited.
I remember the days of
Muhammed Ali. Sugar Ray
Leonard. Thomas 1 lit ManHearns, "Martelous- Martin
Hagler. Hector "Macho f:arnac.ho. Rat -boom Boom" Mancini, Roberto 1-lands of Stone Duran and Lam Holmes.
These were the days when
there were mans householdname boxers Thew were box-

en with personalits Then the
fights were on ABC. corrunensated lit Howard Cosell and
etersione had a chance to see
therm Now, unless you hate
money to %taste. or know a
friend who is stealing cable.
tou’re not able, or don’t want
to. see thew fights
Today’s boxing needs an identity. Timm was a huge figure and
he was just about as aell-knt-uri
worldwide as Jordan. But obviously he’s not mailable_
A promotion with the likes of
Pernall Whitaker. Julio Cesar
Chavez. Hatfield. Lewis and
Bosse should be made. Up and
corning boxers like Moorer aid
Frankie Randall ( icho rewinds
beat Chatezi can also be show
cased The fights of these boxers
should be put on national idesision to rejmenate interest in the
port
Fm our adwrtisers could pas
for the commercials that can
make up for mows that %mad
hate been made for pay-pert-lett. Just think how many view-

Spartans hope to lasso Aggles
ySI: needs win tonighi 1i Pamir first .500finish since 1988 season
PA Lam- Barren

MI &I 1111SL
710PAL 111111111
BINTOI11111

Sian= lbah ’it Si-,

In tonight’s Utah State matchup. the SJSU men’s basketball
team hopes to snap its two-game
losing streak and avenge the 5748 loss it suffered in the teams’
first meeting the season.
"We have to play a lot better
than we did in the first game.
head coach Stan Morrison said.
’Thet feature a 7-footer in Nate
Wickizer and our defense
against him will be crucial.
Defensiteh. we have to he more
aggiessne and animated.’
The Aggies 111-12.8-71 had
won five games in a row before
buckling to UC Santa Barbara
last Saturdat. The formidable
front court Of Wickizer and 6-7
forward Eric Franson have combined to average over t.’fi points
and 15 rebounds a game. In the
kiss at Logan. Wieldier scored a
season-high 33 points and
grabbed eight rebounds.
’Ube Spartans (12-10, 8-61 had
won seven of their last eight
games before c-onsecuthe It iou’s
to long Beach State and Mitre
sits of PaCifit. Senior guard
TetTv ( amain paces the offense.
averaging 15.5 points per game
while shooting a team-high 511.1i
percent from the field. Junica
Mike Brotherton’s plat in the
pivot will be instrumental in
stopping the big .Aggie lineup.
With four more ((inference
games left before the Big West
Conference tournament. the
Spartans need one more win to
ensure its tirs .5(10 conference
record since 1987. Currentle

SJSU is in a third-place lie with
Long Beach State. Utah State is
in fifth place and a win over the
Spartans would catapult them
into fourth plate.
This stretch of games will be
key in determining the draw for
the season-ending tournament
At this time. SJSU would be the
fourth seed and would face the
Aggies in the first round.
With 12 wins alreadv this sea-
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Apply

Illy!

Now!

Applications are available in
Wahlquiq Library South, Room 275
Deadline for Applying: Mardi 15,1994

pat down of the day-

dig

Scholarships
Available
All students with at least a 3.0 CPA and 12
undergraduate or 8 graduate units completed
at SJS1I--you may be eligible to receive
scholarship funds for 1994-95.

IL
Somebody
really
BUGGING
you?
can Gotcha fortIse
121.11100-91984115321"
tows vae weir

son. the Spartans are having the
most successful campaign in
Morrison’s five wars as head
coach. The learn hasn’t won
more than 10 games since the
1988 season and hasn’t finished
above .500 since 1987. For the
team to hate success in the postseason, it must continue winning
to get the best position possible
in the single-elimination tournament
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would watch a fire Whitaker-Chavez rematch. Just charge
the advertisers the same rates as
those during the Super Bowl
Boxing should also take a
note from Major League Baseball and re-align. According to
an Oct 18. 1993 issue of Sports
Illustrated there are mer 8,000
professional fighters. and 49,
one out of ever’. 163, bold a
world title_ There are also 17
different weight classes includirtgthe junior fit, and straw class.
In 1950 there were 15,000
pro boxers and only one of
1,875 were world champions. If
the Wilk WBC and IBF would
consider merging and making
boxing much stronger with one
boxing federation, a tide would
be more prestigious During the
times there were only eight different weight classes
With these small changes.
boxing may haw a chance to
reach the prominence of its
past. But iii that day Conies, I
guest they’re just goiriF to have
to wait on iron Mike.

Spitz said_
In any given event in cycling,
there are six categories, which
consist of four men’s categories
and two wornen’s categories.
These categories are then broken up by skill level
Skill levels are A, & C. and D
(A being the
1. %That level
a rider is at depends on how
strong the rider is and how main
miles he or she puts in during
training and races
-You want to get as many riden in each category as possible
(at the races)," Spitz raid.
According to Spitz. about four
or five men’s A and &riders
show up to the races, but there
are almost no men’s C or 1)-riders showing up.
Spitz is hopeful that the team
will go to the district championships May 7 and 8 in Reno. Net
was it’s looking right
now, we will qualify this war for
the first time ever, that I know

r SIVITMhaseirs
114morolowb
Slesomlo WMs SAW 3

ers

oC" Spitz raid.
crit= isdnidkuil
Acomfmg
"
far the desriders have
trict champonships. but this
war. he raid. die team is "strong
enough as a albeit" to quafify.
The wain is prepariMg for the
race they are hosting this weekend in Sanitise_
Men’s A-rider Robert Evans
said the acing wan has a good
A-team this season. The A-searn
camases of seven riders who also
race with the United States
Cycling Federation (USC). The
Olympic-level riders and members of professional teams are
picked from the UGSF.
According to Evans. a men’s
Arider, the team is ready for the
upcoming race.
it s early in the season, so all
the riders aren’t peaking rt.
They’m not at their fri potential
We’re definitely looking at going
to die (restricts right now and al we
ran do is get bears" Evans sUd
6/6161/
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Study the Bible...
not just as Applik
literature,
but as
GOD’S INSPIRED WORD
at

San Jose Christian College
-Registration on Feb. Et. 28 aid March Is -Day and esuunigdames IN1111
-Oases start March 7th -WaLing &tame from SJSLJ

-For more info call 293-9058

$500.00 Toward
Your Next Summer
Vacation!
SJSU’s College of Applied Sciences
and Arts is giving away eleven $500.00
undergraduate student scholarships - one
for each of the following programs:
Administration of Justice
Aviation
Health Science
Hospitality Management
Human Performance
Journalism & Mass Conununica
Nursing
Nutrition & Food Science
Occupational Therapy
Recreation & Leisure Studies
Technology

nsS&J/

In addition to the eleven
scholarships, one Shirley Lewis
Scholarship for $100.00 will be awarded.
For more information contact the ColIeg
of Applied Sciences and Arts at 924-290
or see your department’s Student Affairs
Commitee Representative.

Deadline is March 4, 1994
at 5:oo PM:
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Dancing for dollars:
The story of a nude dancer
Page 3

PERSPECTIVES

117 E. San Carlos
Downtown San Jose

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

NEXT TO CAMPUS!

GREAT BEER PRICES!
BUD LIGHTMILLER AMBER ALE
MILLER HIGH LIFESANIUAL ADAMS
16 oz $1.00 to $2.50
PITCHERS $3.50 to $5.75
OR

3ffany
LRG!
EXPIRES 3 10

2

94free delive

off
any
MED

280-0707

BUY ONE SLICE GET ONE

FREE!
Second slice must be
EXPIRES: 3-10-94

of equal or lesser value
Limit one per coupon

2 () February 24, 1994 1) ETCETERA

’survived the humiliation and self-examination that goes with
being a single woman on
Valentine’s Day only to be
sneaked up on and smacked
in the back of the head with
that other hideous time of
year. Yes, the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue is on the
stands and, like normal
women who eat things
besides carrot sticks and cottage cheese and can’t airbrush
ourselves before we leave
the house in the morning, I
am feeling like a blonde
Roseanne Barr.
All it took was one look at
the cover. Kathy Ireland was
pregnant and Rachel Hunter
is already a mother, for crying
out loud. You’d never know it.
And just because Elle
Macpherson doesn’t have kids
yet doesn’t mean I don’t consider her just as much a freak
of nature as the other two.
Real women just don’t look
like that.
Another look at the cover. I
vowed to do a zillion situps a
day for the rest of my life and
promised myself I would start
tanning immediately. So what
if it’s February?
I marched directly to the
Student Union cafeteria to get
my daily chef’s salad.
No salad for me. I had Chinese. Not just the sweet and
sour pork, mind you, I went
for it. I had my eye on the
Happy Dinner Plate and nothing less. I grabbed a cinnamon
croissant and plodded to the

CONTRIBITINC Tills ISSI
PHOTO(;RAPHERS:
TIM KAO
Jimmv 110CAN
Vk BITERS:
1101.1.1. CELESTE IISK
LARRY BARRETT
MARC J. SPEARS
ROSE MARIERARACA
CYNTHIA PICKERRELL
ILLUSTRATOR:
Bun CORNELL

cashier. Not before grabbing a
package of Ding Dongs for
later, of course.
Granted, that wasn’t a
healthy reaction. But neither
was my first reaction. We
shouldn’t have to feel that our
worth as women lies in the
way our bodies look. But we
do.
During the past decade,
according to Naomi Wolfe’s
research, cases of "eating disorders rose

exponentially, cosmetic
surgery became the fastest
growing medical specialty
and 33,000 women told
researchers that they would
rather lose 10 to 15 pounds
than achieve any other goal."
As sad as the statistics are,
most women I know can identify with them. We know that
our accomplishments are
often overshadowed by our
looks. Even the most beautiful
women are damaged by the
images of the "ideal woman"

that bombard us through the
media. Kim Basinger’s cover
photo for People Magazine a
couple years ago was airbrushed umpteen times. If
even our sex symbols can’t
compete, then how can the
average woman emerge with
any self-esteem left?
At the very least, it would
be nice if advertisers and the
rest of the media would just
be honest. The Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Issue is not about
swimsuits. I know I didn’t just
tell you anything you didn’t
already know. One photo
shows a model in a thong
bikini with the top hanging
around her neck. Who knows
what the swimsuit actually
looked like? And who really
cares? Maybe the model or the
photographer could describe
it if they had to. You certainly
can’t tell anything besides the
colors by flipping through
the magazine.
How about they change
the name to the "Bet You Wish
You Looked Like This, Girls!"
issue or the "Hey Guys, Check
Out the Practically Naked
Women Who Look Like No
Woman You’ll Ever Know or
Even Meet" issue?
I realize those wouldn’t be
the greatest titles from a marketing standpoint, but at least
it would be honest.
I suppose I’d be more realistic if I’d just get started on
those situps.
Holly Celeste Fisk
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Executive Editor
Photo Editor
Design Editor
Ad Manager
Account Executive
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"There’s a high you get dancing
nude in front of men. What I do I
consider an artjust like Playboy magazine."
Teresa Bardin
nude dancer

cirodirocurowgr.

Photo by Jeremy Hogan--etc.
Teresa Bardin, an 11-year veteran nude dancer, entertains patrons at the
newly-renovated Pink Poodle adult dance club.

Gold dust or dirt?
The story of a nude dancer
Adult dance clubs are big business
and some SJSU students enjoy
indulging in a little naked flesh
despite objections from the women in
their lives.
"We have a great time yelling at the
ladies and enjoying the view," says Jeff
Hart, a senior majoring in accounting.
"I respect the women because it
takes a lot of courage to dance naked in
front of a group of hollering guys," Hart
says. "But I kind of have to lie to my
girlfriend when I go because she thinks I

go there to make up for something that
might be lacking in our relationship. But
that’s not the case."
Teresa Bardin dances at The Pink
Poodle in San Jose and has plenty of
courage considering she is an 11 -year
veteran at the club.
"It’s all entertainment; I love to entertain," Bardin says.
"There’s a high you get dancing nude
in front of men. What I do, I consider an
art just like Playboy magazine."
The Pink Poodle is one of many clubs
in the South Bay that offer completely
nude female dancers for adult entertainment. It has been a fixture in San Jose for
more than 30 years and has recently
undergone renovations.

bodies to make money. They must have
The Pink Poodle employs about 25
some kind of talent other than that. It’s
women. According to manager Michael
almost like prostitution."
Kuzinich, although the potential for
"Some (dancers) are probably withproblems exists, the dub has always
out options, so they do what they can
been under control and never had any
do," says Pat Girlin, a senior majoring in
problems.
"The one thing about the Pink Poodle English. "I’ve never been to one of those
places, but I suppose it’s probably tasteis that the women here are treated like
less. Actually, my view is fairly ambivagold by the management," says Bardin.
lent."
"There’s no jealousy between the girls.
"College guys love it," Bardin says. "I
We’re very closealmost like sisters."
think everyone is entitled to their opinBardin, who is working on a book
ion, but God put us on Earth to enjoy
about her career in the nude dancing
ourselves."
industry entitled "Little Girl Dress-Up,"
"It’s their choice to dance, but they
estimates her extensive lingerie collecshould have more respect for themtion is worth $8,000. She says she has
selves," says Tammy Kotnik, a junior
never had any cosmetic surgery and
majoring in business.
would like to retire as a dancer.
Although she wouldn’t divulge exact
Larry Barrett
amounts, she says she makes a nice living in the tip-oriented business.
"When I was little, I did tap dancing
and modeling, which I still do," Bardin
says. "Sexually, I
love it. I love to
look good for
men. If I had a
daughter, I
wouldn’t advise
as featured in the etc.
her to do this.
She could do
better, but I
Custom Leather
would never
hide what I did
Alterations
from her."
Novelties & Cards
Some SJSU
students have
B & D Equipment
contrasting opinions about the
Videos
flash-for-cash
Latex
vocation.
"I think it’s a
little bit degrading," says Kim
Leicht, a senior
anther
majoring in
-.asters
advertising.
"They could do
other things
969 Park Ave.
besides use their
San Jose, Ca 95126

Body Piercing

(408) 293-7660
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Four ea patrons-Ed Espiritu, Eva Arsua, Jocelyn Ends:Kier and Robert Espiritu-stop at Cafe"Leviticus for Java en route to San Francisco. Robert Espiritu was impressed by the spaciousness and cleanliness of Cafe Leviticus.

4.5 JSU students have one thing in common with French students: they
love their coffee.
Coffee houses or cafes are as popular in California as in France, but their
similarities and differences reveal the European as well as the West Coast
spirit.
Coffee houses tend to be located downtown in United States cities, where
they are more likely to attract people. In France, cafes are everywhere.
From the middle of nowhere to a small town in the province, there is a cafe
open from 7 a.m. to midnight where you can rest, have a drink or something
to eat, write a letter or chat with friends.
CafØs are part of the daily life in France. Going to a cafØ either in Paris or in
the province is an institution. It is a ritual shared by millions of French people,
whatever their social class, age, sex or origin.
In California, most coffee houses attract a more sophisticated audience and
may have some cultural orientation. Farhad Prouchani, owner of CafØ
Matisse, explains that his goal when he set up the cafØ four months ago was
to "provide a social place and at the same place raise cultural awareness by
exhibits and poetry."
In California, coffee houses are the "trendiest places to be seen, either
enjoying a good cup of coffee, meeting with friends, reading or listening to
poetry like at Cafe Matisse on First Street in San Jose," says Dina Medina, an
SJSU graduate student, who spent two years in the South of France.
But Lisa Thorn, who studies French literature at SJSU, says going to a coffee house is ’1r treat" or "a special occasion."
Part of the success of coffee houses is that they are becoming an alternative
to alcohol. Lisa Thorn believes it is a healthier alternative to bars that involves

eating and drinking and no smoking.
’This is really different from France," saysThom, who was an exchange student in Paris last year.
In France, when you go to a cafØ, you go at the same time to a bar, a restaurant and sometimes a tobacconist where you can buy stamps, snacks and cigarettes.
When you go to a coffee house in America, the main element is coffee.
Most coffee houses offer a variation of coffee drinks ranging from mocha to
borgia. Borgia is an espresso made with steamed milk and flavored syrup.
Just be aware that in any cafØ in France, a cafe means a single espresso served
in a small cup.
Also, in a cafe, as you sit down at a table, "un garcon" (a waiter) will come
to you to take the order. In an American cafe, you usually go to the counter to
get your own drink.
Medina, who worked as a waitress in a French restaurant, says the atmosphere is more casual without waiters because you don’t have to buy anything
if you don’t want to.
California cafes vary more in personality and decor. French cafes change
little from one to the next. The bar, the coffee machine, the mirrors, the hardboiled eggs displayed on a stand, the regular customers chatting with each
other, the tables, the kind of lightseverything is there to help create a familiar ambience. And this tradition has been passed on for three centuries.
Unlike American coffee houses which emerged in the 60s, in France, cafes
date back to the 17th century.
Since the 17th century cafes have been part of the development of the
Fnmch society. The opening of cafes coincided with the introduction of coffee,
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previously imported by the Arabs- Immediately, coffee became a very
popular drink and vendors were selling it in the streets of Paris.
One of these vendors, Francesco Procopio, Opened the first public
cafe in 1686 near what is now the Odeon carrefour. A carrefour is a
place where there are a lot of stores, shops and traffic. At that time,
Parisians had to be patient to get even a cup of coffee. But people like
philosopher Voltaire and actors of Louis XIV had plenty of time to
spend and conversations to pass the hours. During the French Revolution, cafes were used as headquarters for various revolutionary groups.
Little by little, cafes became places to conduct all kinds of business and
to discuss literary events or production trends. Up to the 1950s, cafes
became identified with groups of intellectuals, writers, musicians, and
movie stars who helped to create the legend and the prestige of famous
cafes such as the Cafe de Fiore, where philosopher Jean Paul Sartre and
Simone de Beauvoir used to meet at Saint-Germain-des-Pres. During
World War II, American novelist Ernest Hemingway contributed to
building the reputation of La Closerie Des Lilas, a cafe at Montparnasse,
Paris.
Unlike in the past, when cafes were literary, philosophic or popular,
today people go there especially to read, talk, or look through a newspaper.
The concept of cafes may have been imported from Europe, but cafØ
au lait and cappuccino are the only things that sound European in
American coffee houses.
American coffee houses offer a broader range of coffee than in
France, where "a cup of coffee" means "a single espresso:’
Many coffee houses, such as Starbuck’s Coffee or Keystone Coffee
Store, roast their own beans. In France, you will have only espresso
beans.
All drinks are accompanied with chocolate, cinnamon or whipped
cream, a practice that is nonexistent in French cafes. Dina says it is
because people "like to have their own way" in the United States.
Cafes are more than just watering places. Cafes constitute a way of
life, a place to meet people that has its rules, rituals, and language, and
where people like to socialize and interact. And this, whatever side of
the ocean you are on, will be as appreciated in France as in California.

af Leviticus is marked by religious undertones, from its biblical
name to the decor.

Rose Marie Rabaca

Thuy Nguyen (left) and Anna Perez do not frequent coffee houses regularly but they like CafØ Leviticus for the atmosphere. The cafØ opened
in May and has attracted an assortment of left over death rockers
from the ’80s, self-proclaimed intellectuals and angst-ridden hipsters.

(t)

day at Cafe Matisse. Anderson comes to Cafe Matisse, located on
South First Street, for coffee every day.
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PUbliCity photo
Bette Davis stars in"Sunset Boulevard," one
of several Wilder movies showing at the Stanford Theatre.
An eight-week retrospective of writer/director Billy
Wilder’s films will be on display at the Stanford Theatre in
Palo Alto through April 1.
The festival will feature 28 of
his films, including "Double
Indemnity", "The Lost Weekend", "The Seven Year Itch"
and other lesser known films
from his pre-Hollywood days.
Wilder and actor Jack Lemmon

will appear for the March 26
screening of "Some Like It Hot"
with the proceeds going toward
film preservation.
"Billy Wilder is one of the
most incredible writers and
directors of all time," says
Cyndi Mortensen of the Stanford Theatre Foundation. "His
works have always been successful critically as well as commercially. He has an incredible

body of works and a caustic,
cynical sense of humor."
Actor Walter Matthau calls
Wilder "the most fascinating
and stimulating man I’ve ever
met." Actor William Holden
says of Wilder, "he has a mind
full of razor blades." Regardless, his humor and enormous
filmmaking talent are undeniable by virtue of his Academy
Award-winning motion pictures.
"The Lost Weekend" (1945)
garnered Wilder his first Oscars
for best director and best
screenplay. "The Apartment"
(1960) won Oscars for best
director and best picture of the
year.
Wilder began by working as
a journalist for "Die Stunde", a

Viennese tabloid, before fleeing
Nazi Germany in 1933. As a
Jew, he could no longer make
motion pictures during Hitler’s
reign, so he went to France and
directed his first picture, "Mauvais Graine" in 1933.
He later returned to Germany as the Motion Picture
Chief of the Psychological Warfare Division of the U.S. Army
to find ways and means of
helping to put the German
entertainment industry back on
its feet. One of the projects to
which he gave his official blessing was the resumption of the
world-famous Passion Play in
Oberamrnergan.
According to Tom Wood’s
book "The Bright Side of Billy
Wilder, Primarily," Wilder was

asked if Anton Lang could play
the role of Christ. Lang, a man
notorious for his Nazi activities
during the war, had played the
role during peacetime. Wilder
promptly replied, "Certainly, if
you use real nails."
In addition to the original
prints, the festival will be
screening 35-millimeter versions of several titles, as well as
rare archival prints.
According to Mortensen, the
Stanford Theatre was originally
a movie palace in the 20s. The
theater has recently undergone
renovations to restore it to its
1920s-style and shows only
classic films. It’s the only theater of its kind in the country.
Larry Barrett
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"FOR DANCING AND
ROMANCING" is inscribed
on the compact disc of the
original motion picture soundtrack for "Sugar Hill." And
after listening to the mellow
tracks of this CD, there was no
better way to describe it.
The soundtrack for this
movie starring Wesley Snipes,
is mixed with jazz, rap, reggae, and rhythm and blues.
Although the tracks have wellknown artists in Chaka Khan,
Terence Blanchard, and After
7, the majority of the music is
from new and unknown
artists.
The three new artists that
have a couple of the CD’s top
tracks are Dirt Nation, Simple
E and Freestyle Fellowship.
Nation drops the song
chjah," which has a fat
beat and hard-hitting bass

E has already become a hit on
BET’s Rap City, where it has
been on the weekly top ten.
The song has a smooth, jazzy
sound with rapping and
singing by Simple E. It was

produced by
Dwayne Wiggins of Tony!
Toni! Tone!
In "Park Bench People,"
Freestlyle Fellowship has a
mellow jazz tune with grea
singing and back
music. The song is
enhanced with a

porary hit list. Khan, along
with the trumpet of Blanchard,
has a song that can make you
want to sit back and chill to
her sultry voice. The background music also must be
heard. Blanchard has a short,
upbeat jazz song in "War
Council" and a very relaxing
jazz song in "Roemello’s
Theme." After listening to this
tune, a curiosity arose as to
what the scene encompasses
when this track is played.
The "Sugar Hill" soundtrack has cuts for the young
and old in a melodious form.
Although most of the artists’
names may not seem familiar,
they all add good music to the
soundtrack.
The sound is so
gster can p

Random
]Praititalse

currents

t* The 7-inch EP has become
the icon of legitimacy in punk
rock circles. It’s just a slab of
vinyl with a few songs capturing the artist in his or her
rawest form: no fidelity no
slick marketing ploys, just a
minimalist approach to maximum volume and attitude.
Until recently, three-chord
nihilism was virtually overlooked by the media. Then
came Nirvana, who sent big
time record companies scampering to sign any and every
angst-ridden adolescent to a
recording deal. The prying
eyes of laptop-toting A&R
puppets cast their gaze to San
Diego and found Rocket From
The Crypt, a quintet with no
great love for the industry.
"I have no great resent for
record companies and I’m not
hying to make any big statement about indie-rock. It’s just
that 7-inch records are so
cool," vocalist/guitarist John
Reis told the Alternative
Press.
Using the punk rock, they
have ground out more than
nine EPs and a slew of singles
on various underground
music compilations. RFTC’s
two full-length albums are,
comfortingly, more of the
same chaos meets melody of
their previous musings. All
this from a party band with
no aspirations to sell big or
sell out.
RFTC is in a state of constant mental and musical evolution with the 7-inch being
the catalyst for their changing
muse. In fact, Reis promised
RFC would release 25 EPs in
1994. It’s just punk rock, man,
and a little boasting is par for
the course.
Formed in late 1990, the
bind swore to themselves
they would never play any
place with a stage. But with
the release of "Circa: Now!",
they may very well find themselves adhering to the indentured servitude of the industry touring policy. If not, they
might not have made it to San
Francisco.
Mt plays tonight at Bottom of the hill, 1233 17th St.,
San Francisco, $8, 8 p.m.,
415/626-4455.

A SOMEWHAT LESS THAN COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO SAN JOSE EVENTS

FRI

six weeks of math, English,
science and social studies and
provides interpersonal skills
development, positive recreation opportunities and A yearround mentoring program.
Even if you’re not into the mentoring thing, stop in at The
Edge and check out the bands.
It’s for a good cause. The Edge,
260 California Ave., Palo Alto, 7
p.m., $5, 415/324-8445, 415/3242930.

DAY SATUR26DAY SUN

WEST SIDE STORY
Based on Shakespeare’s
"Romeo and Juliet," the musical
"West Side Story" will be performed at the Louis B. Mayer
Theatre at Santa Clara University. The play celebrates love’s
attempt to flourish against a
backdrop of hate and prejudice.
A knife cuts the ties of love and
hate as Tony and Maria are
caught between two warring

street gangs. The lyrics and
music of Stephen Sondheim’s
"I Feel Pretty," "America," and
"Maria" soar up from the streets
of New York to kindle hope
that the anguish of our cities
can still be healed as young
lovers believe "somewhere,
there’s a place for us."
I Amis B. Mayer Theatre, Santa
Clara University, 8 p.m., $6 to
510, 408/554-4015.
LATIN FESTIVAL
Instead of spending another
Friday night listening to techno
music in a smoky club, check
out the Fremont Symphony
Orchestra’s Latin Festival. The
celebration will feature classical
guitarist David Tanenbaum.
Tanenbaum has performed
throughout the U.S., Canada,
Europe, the Soviet Union and
China. Acoustic Guitar magazine calls him "one of the finest
guitarists and musicians of our
time." You decide. Centennial
!tall, 22292 Foothill Blvd., Hayward, 8 p.m., $8.50 students,
$16.50 general, 510/7941652.

FREMONT’S FREE LOVE
It’s not as if there haven’t been
enough "let’s relive the ’60s"
movies on late-night TV, but
here’s an opportunity to see it
live. The Alchemy Arts Theatre
is producing "You Know I
Can’t Hear You When the
Water’s Running," a series of
four one-act skits about the
everyday lives of three couples
from the free love decade and a
funny actor who will do anything for a job. Break out the
bell-bottoms and the tie-dye.
Alchemy Arts Theatre, 38014
Conrad St., Fremont, 8 p.m., $9
students, $12 general, 408/9478481, 510/792-9792.
YEAR OF THE DOG
It’s the year of the dog, if you
go by the Chinese calendar.
Based on my social life, getting
a dog is beginning to sound
like a great idea. They’re loyal
and sincere and they don’t talk
back. But I’m not bitter.
Besides, it’s time to party. You
rememberit’s the year of the
dog. Celebrate the Chinese
New Year by visiting author
Carol Stepanchuk at A Clean
Well-Lighted Place for Books in
Cupertino. Stepanchuk wrote
"Red Eggs and Dragon Boats:
Celebrating Chinese Festivals,"
a book that shares the experience of four of China’s major
festivals. She is a folklorist with
a long-standing interest in Chinese festivals and popular culture.
A Clean Well-Lighted Place for
Books, 21269 Stevens
Creek Blvd.,
Cupertino, 2
p.m., 408/2557600.

FANCY FOOTWORK
If your own feet are too tired
for dancing by Sunday, why
not watch someone else’s fancy
footwork? Danceworks, a contemporary dance series
designed to provide emerging
professional choreographers in
the Bay Area an opportunity to
showcase their work, is presented by The Dance Program
of SJSU’s Theatre Arts Department.
SJSU Dance Studio Theatre (SPX
219), 5th and San Carlos, 8 p.m.,
$5 students and seniors, $7 general, 408/924-5941.
BAND BENEFIT
Rock benefits seem
to have emerged as
a part of musicians’
consciences, and
bands from the Bay
are no exceptions.
Occam’s Razor, Young
Orpheus, Bump, Shagwagon and Green Room will
perform at the Benefit for the
Stanford East Palo Alto Summer Academy at The Edge in
Palo Alto. The Bomb Shop
will DJ the event, making
their last appearance in the
Bay Area. The academy
brings together 40 students
from East Palo Alto, Redwood
City and East Menlo Park for
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CINEBAR

A drinking person’s liar:
Where Fraternities
& Sororities meet:
No drugs or fighting:
69 E. San Fernando
(corner of 2nd

New Bar & Grill!
Full Bar
Electronic Darts
Pool Table

ity

"WORK HARD
PLAY HARD"
1620 Almaden Road
(near Alma Avenue)

289-WORK
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Publicity photos
Coach Pete Bell (Nick Nolte) recruits
Blue Chip athlete Neon Bodeaux
(Shaquille O’Neal) in "Blue Chips."

Pete Bell
(Nolte) coaches the Western University
Dolphins in
"Blue Chips."
The Paramount film
was directed
by William
Friedkin from
a screenplay
written by
executive producer Ron
Shelton, and
produced by
Michele Rappaport.

What happens when Hollywood opens its door to a slew
of basketball stars? An actionpacked cereal commercial hits
the big screen with a plot that
dangles on the edge of cliche.
"Blue Chips" features Nick
Nolte as Pete Bell, the frustrated head coach of the Western
University Dolphins, former
national basketball champions.
In a desperate attempt to push
his team to the top, Bell and the
school’s athletic director scour
the countrysideand innercitiesfor prized "Blue Chip"
high school players. Unfortunately, the best come with a
price.
Bell struggles between his
passion to win and his moral
opposition to payoffs. His conviction to keep the game free
from the untraceable and
unprovable donations by the
"Friends of the Program," a
group of rich alumni Blue Chip

8) February 24, 1994

sponsors, weakens with the
demands of piospective players
Despite the typical money or
honor theme, Nolte’s performance holds the movie together. Mimicking Bobby Knight
antics, he screams, sweats and
cusses at lefemes and players.
But it’s the war of his mental
wills that leads to the climax of
"Blue Chips" and proves his
ability as an actor.
"Blue Chips" director
William Friedkin’s ("The Exorcist" and "The French Connection") insistence on realism led
to an all-star cast of NBA and
NCAA players that includes
Shaquille O’Neal, Larry Bird
and Marques Johnson. Famous
coaches Bobby Knight, Rick
Pitino and George Raveling
also make appearances.
Recruiting athletes rather
than actors to play central roles
creates high action scenes that
call to mind dunking contests
rather than basketball games.

’)ETCETERA

Quirky one-liners from O’Neal
and Matt Nover (two of the
three Dolphin prospects) lack
enthusiasm, ease and humor.
Playing Bell’s ex-wife and
confidante, Mary McDonnel
("Dances with Wolves") acts as
the moral cornerstone of the
movie, though her influence on
Bell is minimal. Ed O’Neill
("Married with Children") is
convincing as the tenacious
reporteronce the viewer gets
past the mark of Al Bundy.
Unlike many sports flicks,
the games themselves aren’t
exceptionally tense moments.
In fact, O’Neal’s backboard
shaking dunks become less
thrilling with each (and there
are several) split-second frame.
Beyond Nolte’s performance,
the find-the-famous-hiddenathlete game is the only element that makes watching
’Blue Chips" worthwhile.

Cynthia Pickerrell
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CHINESE CUISINE - FOOD TO GO

OPEN DAILY
11:30 - 9:00pm

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Box Lunches To Go
Lunch and Dinner
Catering Available

294-3303 or 998-9427
131 E. Jackson Street

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street

FREE TACO

w/ purchase of an entree over $3.95 I
Come taste our authentic mexican foods.
All of our entrees are under $6.95!

T.J.’s is open till 3am Thurs.-Sat.
10am-lOpm Monday- Wednesday

21

I Located between 2nd&3rd
I at 71 E. San Fernando St.

I

298-5030
I 298-5038 FAX
EXPIRES 3-15-94

We buy, sell, and trade new and used
Records, Tapes, CD’S, and Video Discs.

STREETLIGHT
R

3979 24TH ST.
S.F. CA 94114
(415) 282-3550

ECOR

DS

2350 MARKET ST. 980 SO. BASCOM
S.F. CA 94114 SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(415) 282-8000
(408) 292-1404

